March 12, 2019
To Mike Batteas, Mira Enterprises, Inc:
RE:

Sonic America's Drive-In Store #6629
3622 St. Matthews Road, Orangeburg, SC 29118
Clarification No. 3

Mike:
Below are some additional written clarifications to the above referenced project that will be
addressed with revised sheets. The revised sheets have to go to the city for approval. When
these are sent addressing all three clarifications we will send you pdfs as well.
1. Extend wall behind order counter. The current configuration is a header wall at the ceiling
behind the order counter and it being open to the kitchen. We want this area to now be more
enclosed. Behind the order counter will be a wall aligning with the header location
approximately 5’-9” leaving a 4’-0” opening pathway to the kitchen.
2. This location does have the Easi-wash system. Prep for a location at the rear wall to the
right of the ladder, and at the inbound aisle side (2/A3.02) near the front corner after the
stone pilaster.
3. Electrical adjustments on E2.02:
a. Circuit C-9 shown at the front fountainette is incorrect, the correct circuit is C-41.
b. Outlet C-41 immediately behind the counter is incorrect, remove.
c. Outlet and Circuit C-9 needs to be shown for the slush fill station at the slush
machine behind the counter and side wall.
d. Note 22 and circuit B-41 shown at the onion ring machine needs to be relocated to
the office. This is for security cameras.
e. Two additional ice maker outlets are required adjacent the ice maker outlets already
shown, matching the requirements of the two already placed
f. Outlet behind the ice maker for C-38 needs to be relocated to the rear wall for the
water filter assembly.
g. SF-1 shown in the cooler does not exist.
h. CEF and FEF for the cooler and freezer evaporator fans need to be adjusted to the
cooler and freezer respectively.
Sincerely,

James T. (Jimmy) Mann Jr., AIA
jimmy@jtmjarchitecture.com

cc:

Charlie Butts, Tracy Kapka, Sonic Drive In
Mike Irons, Boom, Inc.
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